For Updating System to Preferred Name:

1) Add or Edit Name in Student Information System
   /sis > Profile > Personal
2) Create a new preferred name email alias
   https://its-services.case.edu/pFDL/
3) Read all the info on this page:
   /Access-Services > ID Cards > ID Cards
4) Contact the LGBT Center.

To Legally Update Your Name
   / > Forms + Services > Forms > Name Change

For Updating Gender Identity and Personal Pronouns:

1) /sis > Profile > Personal > Biographic Information
   Then Choose from the Drop Down Menus

CWRU Student Health Insurance through Aetna:

- Students pay for coverage per semester.
- There is some coverage, with precertification, for transgender related surgeries.
- Hormones are included as any other medication would be and therefore has some coverage.
- Employee health insurance info and other student details found at

   / > Resources > Transgender Resources

Contact the LGBT Center for further assistance.

For Gender Inclusive Housing:

1) Read the information found at
   / > Campus Policy > Gender Inclusive Housing
2) Fill out the lifestyle preference form found at
   / > myCWRU > myHousing
3) More information about housing can be found at
   / > University Housing > Housing

continued on other side
All Gender Bathrooms

- There are single-stall, locking restrooms that are available for all people.
- This website location features the Bathroom Inventory
  🌈 > Resources > Transgender Resources > Bathroom Inventory
- There is even a Google map of all the restrooms listed!

Additional resources

Conversation groups:
- Aces & Aros: Asexual & Aromantic Spectrum
- Gender Resistance: Transgender, Nonbinary, & Gender Non-Conforming
- Girls Like Girls: Women Interested in Women across Identities
- Guys Like Guys: Men interested in Men across identities
- (Lit)GBT: LGBT Literature and Media
- Out and Greek: LGBT involved in Greek Life
- Polyamory Family: Polyamory Discussions
- Queer & Trans People of Color: Unite!: LGBT People of Color
- Umbrella: Multisexual and Middle Identities

Other groups on campus:
- Spectrum: Undergraduate LGBTQA+ and ally social group
- Theta Pi Sigma: LGBTQ-focused Greek Letter organization
- QGrad: Queer/LGBT Graduate students

CWRU’s Non-discrimination Policy:
- Gender identity, gender expression and sexual orientation is included within the policy.
- For the full policy go to
  🌈 > Campus Policy > Non-Discrimination Policy
- Note: CWRU is working on developing a policy that matches Cleveland’s inclusion restroom policy. Currently it is standard practice that all restrooms are inclusive.

LGBTQA Committee
Senior administrators, faculty, staff, graduate and undergraduate students meet to help create a safe environment for LGBTQA+ people at CWRU.
More details are found at
  🌈 > LGBTQA Committee

All of this information and more is found at
https://case.edu/lgbt/resources/transgender/
Contact the LGBT Center at: lgbt@case.edu or (216) 368-5428